Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are defining the quality of the services delivered from the Cloud Services Providers (CSPs) to the cloud customers. e services are delivered on a pay-per-use model. e quality of the provided services is not guaranteed by the SLA because it is just a contract.
Introduction
As per NIST definition [1] , Cloud Computing (CC) is a recent computing paradigm for "enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction." ese resources are operated by a Cloud Services Provider (CSP), which typically delivers its services using one of three traditional models: Infrastructureas-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), or Softwareas-a-Service (SaaS) [2, 3] . is classification has since evolved to take into account the federation of more and more diverse computing resources. For instance, recent developments around Fog and Edge computing permitted to enlarge the scope of CC around Mobile CC, which offer new types of services and facilities to mobile users [4] [5] [6] [7] . is leads to stronger business perspectives bringing more and more actors in the competition as CSPs.
In this article, we focus on the performance evaluation of Web Services (WSs) deployed in the the context of the SaaS model by these actors acting as CSPs. ese services could be used through cloud users' mobile devices or normal computers [8, 9] . In practice, WSs are delivered to the cloud customers on a pay-per-use model while the performance and Quality of Service (QoS) of the provided services are defined using services contracts or Service Level Agreement (SLA) [10, 11] . In particular, SLAs define the conditions and characteristics of the provided WS and its costs and the penalties encountered when the expected QoS is not met [12, 13] . Unfortunately, there is no standard mechanism which exists to verify and assure that delivered services satisfy the signed SLA agreement. Accurate measures of the provided Quality of Service (QoS) is also missing most of the time, which render even more difficult the possibility to evaluate on a fair basis different CSPs. e ambition of the proposed PRESENCE framework (PeRformance Evaluation of SErvices on the Cloud) is to fill this gap by offering an automated approach to evaluate and classify in a fair and by stealth way the performance and scalability of the delivered WS across multiple CSPs.
In this context, the contributions of this paper are four-fold:
(1) e presentation of the PRESENCE framework, the reasoning behind its design and organization (2) e definition of the different module composing the framework and based on a Multi-Agent System (MAS) acting behind the PRESENCE client, which aim at tracking and modeling the WS performance using a predefined set of common performance metrics (3) e validation and first experimental results of this module over two representative WSs relying on several reference backend services at the heart of most WSs: Apache HTTP, Redis, Memcached, MongoDB, and PostgreSQL (4) e cloud Web Service (WS) performance metrics models such as throughput, transfer rate and latency (read and write) for HTTP, Redis, Memcached, MongoDB, and PostgreSQL.
e appropriate performance modeling depicted in this paper is crucial for the accuracy and dynamic adaptation expected within the stealth module of PRESENCE, which will be the object of another article. is article is an extended version of our presented paper during the 32nd IEEE International Conference of Information Networks (ICOIN), 2018 [14] , which received the best paper award. Compared to this initial paper, the present article details the modelling of the Web Services performance metrics and brings 19 generated models, out of which 78.9% accurately represent the WS performance metrics for the two SaaS WSs. is paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the background of this work and reviews related works. e PRESENCE framework is described in Section 3, together with some implementation details. We then focus on the validation of the monitoring module on several reference backend services at the heart of most WSs-details and experiment results are discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and provides some future directions and perspectives opened by this study.
Context and Motivations
As mentioned before, a SLA defines the conditions and characteristics of a given WS, their costs and the penalties encountered when the expected QoS is not met. Measuring the performances of a given WS is therefore key to evaluate whether or not the corresponding SLA is satisfiedespecially from a user point of view which can thus request penalties to the CSP. However, accurate measures of the provided Quality of Service (QoS) is missing most of the time as performance evaluation is challenging in a cloud context considering that the end-users do not have a full control of the system running the service. In this context, Stantchev in [15] provides a generic methodology for the performance evaluation of cloud computing configurations based on the Non-Functional Properties (NFP) (such as, response time) of individual services. Yet, none of the steps were clearly detailed, and the evaluation is based on a single benchmark, measuring a single metric. Lee et al. in [16] propose a comprehensive model for evaluating quality of SaaS after defining the key features of SaaS, deriving the quality attributes from the key features and defining the metrics for the quality attributes.
is model serves as a guideline to SaaS provider to characterize and improve the provided QoS but obviously does not address user-based evaluation. However, we used part of the proposed ontology to classify our own performance metrics. Gao et al. [17] propose a Testing-as-a-Service (TaaS) infrastructure and report a cloud-based TaaS environment with tools (known as CTaaS) developed to meet the needs in SaaS testing, performance, and scalability evaluation. One drawback of this approach is that its deployment cannot be hidden from the CSP, which might in return maliciously increase the capacity of the allocated resources to mitigate artificially the evaluation in favor of its own offering. Wen and Dong in [18] propose a quality characteristics and standards for the security and the QoS of the SaaS services. Unfortunately, the authors did not propose any practical steps to evaluate the cloud services, but only a set of recommendations.
Beyond pure performance evaluation, and to the best of our knowledge, the literature around SLA assurance and violation monitoring is relatively sparse. Cicotti et al. in [19, 20] propose a quality of services monitoring approach and SLA violation reporter which are based on APIs queries and events. Called QoSMONaaS, this proposed approach is measuring the Key Performance Indicator (KPI) for the services provided from the CSPs to the cloud customers. Ibrahim et al. in [10, 21] provide a framework to assure SLA and evaluate the performance of the cloud applications. ey use the simulation and local scenarios to test the cloud applications and services. Hammadi and Hussain in [22] propose a SLA monitoring framework by a third party. e third party assesses the QoS and assures the performance and no violation in the SLA. Nevertheless, none of the above mentioned approaches feature the dynamic adaptation of the evaluation campaign as foreseen within the PRESENCE proposal.
Finally, as regards to the CSPs ranking and classification, Wagle et al. in [23, 24] provide a ranking based on the estimation and prediction of the quality of the cloud provider services. e model of estimating the performance is based on the prediction methods such as ARIMA & ETS.
Motivated by recent scandals in the automotive sector, which demonstrate the capacity of solution providers to adapt the behaviour of their product when submitted to an evaluation campaign to improve the performance results, this article presents PRESENCE, which aims at covering a large set of real benchmarks contributing to all aspects of the performance analysis while hiding the true nature of the evaluation to the CSP. Our proposal is detailed in the next section.
PRESENCE: Performance Evaluation of Services on the Cloud
An overview of the PRESENCE framework is proposed in Figure 1 and is now depicted. It is basically composed of five main components:
(1) A set of agents, each of them responsible for a specific performance metric measuring a specific aspect of the WS QoS. ose metrics have been designed to reflect scalability and performance in a representative cloud environment. In practice, several reference benchmarks have been considered and evaluated to quantify this behaviour. (2) e monitoring and modeling module, responsible for collecting the data from the agent, which is used together with an application performance model [25] to assess the performance metric model. (3) 
e PRESENCE Agents.
e PRESENCE approach is used to collect the data which represent the behaviour of the CSP and reflect the performance of the delivered services. In this context, the PRESENCE agents are responsible for a set of performance metrics measuring a specific aspect of the WS QoS. ose metrics have been designed to reflect scalability and performance in a representative cloud environment, covering different criteria summarized in Table 1 . e implementation status and coverage of these metrics within PRESENCE at the time of writing is also detailed.
Most of these metrics are measured through a set of reference benchmarks, and each agent is responsible for a specific instance of one of these benchmarks. en a multiobjective optimization heuristic is applied to evaluate the audited WS according to the different performance domains raised by the agents. In practice, a low-level hybrid approach combining Machine Learning (for deep and reinforcement learning) and evolutionary-based metaheuristics compensate the weaknesses of one method with the strengths of the other. More specifically, a Genetic Programming Hyper-heuristic (GPHH) approach will be used to automatically generate heuristics using building blocks extracted from the problem definition and the benchmarks domains. Such a strategy has been employed with success in [26, 27] , and we are confident it could be efficiently applied to fit the context of this work. It is worth to note that the metrics marked as not yet implemented within PRESENCE at the time of writing are linked to the cost and the availability of the checked service. e current paper validates the approach against a set of classical WSs deployed in a local environment and introduces a complex modelling and evaluation for the performance metrics.
As regards the stealth module, PRESENCE aims at relying on a GA [28] approach to mitigate and adapt the concurrent executions of the different agents by evolving their respective parameters and thus the visible load pattern toward the CSP. An Oracle is checked upon each iteration of the GA and based on a statistical correlation of the resulting pattern against a reference model corresponding to a regular usage. When this oracle is unable to statistically distinguish the outgoing modeled pattern of the client from a regular client, we consider that we can apply one of the found solutions for a real evaluation campaign of the checked CSP. Finally, the virtual QoS aggregator and SLA checker rely on the CSP ranking and classification proposed by Wagle et al. in [23, 24] .
Monitoring and Modeling for the Dynamic Adaptation of the Agents.
e first step to ensure the dynamic adaptation of the workload linked to the evaluation process resides in the capacity to model accurately this workload based on the configuration of a given agent. Modelling the performance metric will help the other researchers to generate data representing the CSP's behaviour under a high load and under the normal usage in just a couple of minutes without any experiments. In this context, the multiple runs of the agents are stored and analyzed in a Machine Learning process. During the training part, the infrastructure model representing the CSP side which contains the SaaS services is first virtualized locally to initiate the first collection of data sample and setup the PRESENCE client (i.e., the auditor) based on a representative environment. e second phase of the training involves "real" runs permitting the modeling of each metrics. In practice, PRESENCE relies on a simulation software called Arena [29] to analyse the data returned from the agents and get the model for each individual performance metric. Arena is a simulation software by Rockwell Corporation. It is used in different application domains, from manufacturing to supply chain and from customer service and strategies to internal business processes. It includes three modules, respectively, called Arena Input Analyser, Output Analyser, and Process Analyser. Among the three, the Input Analyser is useful for determining an appropriate distribution for collected data. It allows the user to make a sample set of raw data (e.g., latency of Cloud-based Mobile Information Systems 3 WS) and fit it into a statistical distribution. is distribution then can be incorporated directly into a model to develop and understand the corresponding system performance. en, assuming such a model is available for each considered metric, PRESENCE aims at adapting its client c′ (i.e., the auditor) to ensure the evaluation process is performed in a stealth way. In this paper, 19 models have been generated for each agent-they are listed in the next section. Of course, once a model is provided, we should validate it, that is, ensure that the model is an accurate representation of the actual metric evolution and behaves in the same way.
ere are many tests that could be used to validate on the models generated. ese tests are used to check the accuracy of the models by verifying on the null hypothesis. e tests are such as t-test, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, and Anova test. In PRESENCE, this is achieved by using t-test by comparing means of raw data and statistical distribution generated by the agent analysis. e use of t-test is based on the fact that the variable(s) in question (e.g., roughput) is normally distributed. When this assumption is in doubt, the nonparametric Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test is used as an alternative to the t-test [30] . As we will see, 78.9% of the generated models are proved as an accurate representation of the WS performance metrics exhibited by the PRESENCE agents. In the next section, the modelling of the performance metrics are detailed besides the experiment results of PRESENCE.
Validation and First Experimental Results
is section presents the results obtained from the PRES-ENCE approach within the monitoring and modeling module as a prelude to the validation of the stealth module and the virtual QoS aggregator and SLA checker left for the sequel of this work. Table 2 to evaluate the WS performance and collecting data about the CSP behaviour. Each PRESENCE agent thus measures a specific subset of performance metrics and attributes and also deals with specific kinds of cloud servers. Each measurement is consisting of an average over 100 runs collected by the PRESENCE agent to make the data statistically significant. e tools used for performance evaluation are several reference benchmarking such as Yahoo Cloud Serving (YCSB) [31] , Memtire [32] , Redis benchmark [33] , Twitter RPC [34] , Pgbench [35] , HTTP load [36] , and Apache AB [37] . In addition, iperf [38] (a tool for active measurements of the maximum achievable bandwidth on IP networks) is used in the closed environment for the validation of PRESENCE, as it provides an easy testimonial for the WS access capacity.
e general overview of the deployed infrastructure is provided in Figure 2. 
PRESENCE Agents Evaluation Results.
e targeted WS of each deployed agent is precised in Table 2 . e PRESENCE approach is used to collect the data which represent the behaviour of the CSP, and these data also can indicate and evaluate the performance of the services. As mentioned in the previous section, there are many metrics that can represent the performance. PRESENCE uses some of these metrics as a workload to the CSP's servers and the others as results from the experiments. For example, the number of requests, operations, records, transactions, and fetches are metrics which representing the scalability of the CSP and are used by PRESENCE to increase the workload to see the behaviour of the servers under the workload. Other metrics like parallel or concurrency connections, number of pipes, number of threads, and the workload size are representing the CSP reliability are also used by PRESENCE to increase the workload during the test. Other metrics like response time, up time, down time, transfer rate, latency (read and update), and throughput are indicating the CSP performance and availability and PRESENCE used them to evaluate the services performance. Because PRESENCE uses many tools to evaluate and benchmark the services, it can deal with most of the metrics. But, there are two or three common metrics we will model and represent them in the results, such as latency, throughput, and transfer rate. ere are other metrics that represent the security and the costs of the CSPs, and all those metrics are summarized in Table 1 in the previous section. e different parameters (both input and output) which are used for the PRESENCE validation are provided in Table 3 . We now provide some of the numerous traces produced by the execution of the PRESENCE agents when checking the performance of the DB and HTTP WSs. Figure 3 shows the Redis, Memcached, and Mongo measured WS performance under the statistically significant stress produced by the PRESENCE agent running the YCSB benchmarking tool. Figure 3(a) shows the throughput of the three backends and demonstrates that the Redis WS is the best in this metric when compared to the other two WSs where it has the highest throughput. is trend is confirmed when the latency metric is analysed in Figures 3(b) and 3(c) . Figure 4 shows the Redis and Memcached measured WS performance under the stress produced by the PRESENCE agent running the Memtier benchmarking tool.
e previous trend is again confirmed in our runs; that is, the Redisbased WS performs better than the Memcached backend for all metrics, for example, throughput, latency, and transfer rate. As noticed in the three plots from the Memtier agents, the latency, throughput, and transfer rate of the Memcached WS have increased suddenly in the end. Such behaviour was consistent across all runs and was linked to the memory saturation reached by the server process before being clearer. Still upon DB WS performance evaluation, Figure 5 details the performance of the PostgreSQL WS under the stress produced by the PRESENCE agent executing the PgBench benchmarking tool.
e figure shows the normalized response time of the server and the normalized (standardized) number of Transactions per Second (TPS). e response time is the latency of the service when the TPS corresponds to its throughput. e performance of the WS is affected by the increased workload which is represented by the increasing number of TPSs and parallel clients. e increasing of the TPS let the response time increasing even if the TPS was going down, and after filling in the memory, the TPS decreased again and response time returned back again to a decrease. is behaviour was consistent across the runs of the PgBench agent. Finally, Figure 6 shows the average runs of the PRESENCE agent executing the HTTP Load benchmark tool when assessing the performance of the HTTP WS. We exhibit on each subfigure the behaviour of both the latency and throughput against an increasing number of fetches and parallel clients, which increases the workload of the WS.
Many more traces of all considered agent runs are available but were not displayed in this article for the sake of conciseness. Overall, and to conclude on the collected traces from the many agent runs depicted in this section, we were able to reflect several complementary aspects of the two WSs considered in the scenario of this experimental validation. Yet, as part of the contributions of this article, the generation of accurate models for these evaluations is crucial. ey are detailed in the next section.
WS Performance Metrics Modeling.
Outside the description of the PRESENCE framework, the main contribution of this article resides more on the modeling of the measured WS performance metrics from the data collected by the PRESENCE agents rather than the runs in themselves depicted in the previous section. Once these models are available, they can be used to estimate and dynamically adapt the behaviour of the PRESENCE client (which combine and schedule the execution of all considered agents in parallel) so as to hide the true nature of the evaluation by making it indistinguishable from a regular client traffic. But this corresponds to the next step of our work. In this paper, we wish to illustrate the developed model from the PRESENCE agents evaluations reported in the previous section. e main objective of the developed model is to understand the system performance behaviour relative to various assumptions and input parameters discussed in previous sections. As mentioned in Section 3.2, we rely on the simulation software called Arena to analyse the data returned from the agents and get the model for each individual performance metric. We have performed this analysis for each agents, and the results of the models are presented in the below tables. Of course, such a contribution is pertinent only if the generated model is validated-a process consisting in ensuring the accurate representation of the actual system and its behaviour. is is achieved by using a set of statistical t-tests by comparing the means of raw data and statistical distribution generated by the Input Analyzer of the Arena system. If the result shows that both samples are analytically similar, then the model developed from statistical distribution is an accurate representation of the actual system and behaves in the same way. For each model detailed in the tables, the outcomes of the ttests in the form of the computed p value (against the common significance level of 0.05) is provided and demonstrate if present the accuracy of the proposed models. 
Mobile Information Systems Tables 4-6 show the model of the performance metrics such as latency (read and update) and throughput for the Redis, Memcached, and MongoDB services by using the data collected with the YCSB PRESENCE agents. In particular, Table 4 shows that the Redis throughput is Beta increasing, Redis latency (read) is Gamma increasing, and Redis latency (update) is Erlang increasing with respect to the configuration of the experimental setup discussed in the previous sections. Moreover, as p values (0.757, 0.394, and 0.503) are greater than 0.05, the null hypothesis (the two samples are the same) is accepted as compared to alternate hypothesis (the two samples are different). Hence, the models for throughput, that is, −0.001 + 1 * BETA(3.63, 3.09), latency (read), that is, −0.001 + GAMM(0.0846, 2.39), and latency (update), that is, −0.001 + ERLA(0.0733, 3), are an accurate representation of the WS performance metrics exhibited by the PRESENCE agent in Figure 3 . Similarly, Table 5 shows that MongoDB throughput and latency (read) are Beta increasing and latency (update) is Erlang increasing with respect to the configuration setup. Moreover, as p values (0.388, 0.473, and 0.146) are greater than 0.05, the null hypothesis (the two samples are the same) is accepted as compared to alternate hypothesis (the two samples are different). Hence, the models for throughput, that is, −0.001 + 1 * BETA(3.65, 2.11), latency (read), that is, −0.001 + 1 * BETA(1.6, 2.48), and latency (update), that is, −0.001 + ERLA(0.0902, 2), are an accurate representation of the WS performance metrics exhibited by the PRESENCE agents in Figure 3 .
Finally, Table 6 shows that Memcached throughput and latency (read) is Beta increasing and latency (update) is Normal increasing with respect to configuration setup. Again, as p values (0.106, 0.832, and 0.794) are greater than 0.05, the null hypothesis is accepted. Hence, the models for throughput, that is, −0.001 + 1 * BETA(4.41, 2.48), latency (read), that is, −0.001 + 1 * BETA(1.64, 3.12), and latency (update), that is, NORM(0.311, 0.161), are an accurate representation of the WS performance metrics exhibited by the PRESENCE agents in Figure 3 . Tables 7 and 8 and summarize the computed model for the WS performance metrics such as latency, throughput, and transfer rate for the Redis and Memcached services by using the data collected from PRESENCE Memtier agents. For instance, it can be seen in Table 7 that the Redis throughput is Erlang increasing with respect to time and assumptions in previous section. Moreover, as p value (0.902) is greater than 0.05, the null hypothesis is again accepted as compared to alternate hypothesis (the two samples are different). Hence, the Erlang distribution model of roughput, that is, −0.001 + ERLA(0.0155, 7), is an accurate representation of the WS performance metrics exhibited by the PRESENCE agents in Figure 4 (a). e same conclusions on the generated models can be triggered for the other metrics collected by the PRES-ENCE Memtier agents, that is, latency and transfer rates. Interestingly, Table 8 reports an approximation (blue curve line) for multimodel distribution of memcached throughput and transfer rate. is shows a failure of a single model to capture the system behaviour with respect to the configuration setup. However for the same setup, memcached latency is Beta increasing, and as its p value (0.625) is greater than 0.05, the null hypothesis is accepted. Hence, the model for latency, that is, −0.001 + 1 * BETA(0.99, 2.1), is an accurate representation of the WS performance metrics exhibited by the PRESENCE agents in Figure 4(b) .
To finish on the DB WS performance analysis using PRESENCE, Table 9 exhibits the generated model for the performance model from the Pgbench PRESENCE agents. e first row in the table shows the approximation (blue curve line) for multimodel distribution of the throughput metric, thus demonstrating the failure of a single model to capture the system behaviour with respect to the configuration setup. However for the same setup, the latency metric is log normal increasing, and as its p value (0.682) is greater than 0.05, the null hypothesis (i.e., the two samples are the same) is accepted as compared to alternate hypothesis, that is, the two samples are different. Hence, the model for latency, that is, −0.001 + LOGN(0.212, 0.202), is an accurate representation 
otherwise, where β is the complete beta function given by B(β, α) � 
of the WS performance metrics exhibited by the PRESENCE agents in Figure 6 . As regards the HTTP WS performance analysis using PRESENCE, we decided to report in Table 10 the model generated from the performance model from the HTTP Load PRESENCE agents. Again, we can see that we fail to model the throughput metric with respect to the configuration setup discussed in the previous section. However, for the same setup, the response time is Beta increasing, and as its p value (0.165) is greater than 0.05, the null hypothesis is accepted. Hence, the model for latency, that is, −0.001 + 1 * BETA(1.55, 3.46), is an accurate representation of the WS performance metrics exhibited by the PRESENCE agents in Figure 6 . Summary of the obtained Models: In this paper, 19 models were generated which represent the performance metrics for the SaaS Web Service by using the PRESENCE approach. Out of the 19 models, 15 models, that is, 78.9% of the analyzed models are proved to have accurately represent the performance metrics collected by the PRESENCE agents, such as throughput, latency, transfer rate, and response time in different contexts depending on the considered WS. e accuracy of the proposed models is assessed by the reference statistical t-tests, performed against the common significance level of 0.05.
Conclusion
Motivated by recent scandals in the automotive sector (which demonstrate the capacity of solution providers to adapt the behaviour of their product when submitted to an evaluation campaign to improve the performance results), this paper presents PRESENCE, an automatic framework 
which aims at evaluating, monitoring, and benchmarking Web Services (WSs) offered across several Cloud Services Providers (CSPs) for all types of Cloud Computing (CC) and Mobile CC platforms. More precisely, PRESENCE aims at evaluating the QoS and SLA compliance of Web Services (WSs) by stealth way, that is, by rendering the performance evaluation as close as possible from a regular yet heavy usage of the considered service. Our framework is relying on a Multi-Agent System (MAS) and a carefully designed client (called the Auditor) responsible to interact with the set of CSPs being evaluated. e first step to ensure the dynamic adaptation of the workload to hide the evaluation process resides in the capacity to model accurately this workload based on the In this paper, a nonexhaustive list of 22 metrics was suggested to reflect all facets of the QoS and SLA compliance of a WSs offered by a given CSP. en, the data collected from the execution of each agent within the PRESENCE client can be then aggregated within a dedicated module and treated to exhibit a rank and classification of the involved CSPs. From the preliminary modelling of the load pattern and performance metrics of each agent, a stealth module takes care of finding through a GA the best set of parameters for each agent such that the resulting pattern of the PRESENCE client is indistinguishable from a regular usage. While the complete framework is described in the seminal paper for PRESENCE [14] , the first experimental results presented in this work focus on the performance and networking metrics between cloud providers and cloud customers.
In this context, 19 generated models were provided, out of which 78.9% accurately represent the WS performance metrics for the two SaaS WSs deployed in the experimental setup. e claimed accuracy is confirmed by the outcome of reference statistical t-tests and the associated p values computed for each model against the common significance level of 0.05.
is opens novel perspectives for assessing the SLA compliance of Cloud providers using the PRESENCE framework. e future work induced by this study includes the modelling and validation of the other modules defined within PRESENCE and based on the monitoring and modelling of the performance metrics proposed in this article. Of course, the ambition remains to test our framework against a real WS while performing further experimentation on a larger set of applications and machines.
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